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This book is an amateur astronomer’s guide to the mythology and symbolism associated with the celestial bodies in the Solar
System, and even includes some of the legendary tales of people who had or have a connection with these objects. It explores
different cultures (for example, the Greco-Roman and the Norse) and different times and how stories were used to explain the
worlds they saw above them. You’d be amazed how much of our world today reflects the myths and stories of these cultures!
Most amateur astronomers are familiar with the various Solar System objects, but they will be only peripherally aware of what
ancient cultures thought of these other worlds. In fact, the mythology of the planets challenges many twenty-first century concepts
and beliefs There are other books available on astromythology, but this one focuses mostly on our own Solar System, as opposed
to the constellations and deep sky objects. Alexander offers a new angle on timeless subjects and is exciting, informative and
dramatic, as well as surprisingly relevant to everyday life. Find out for yourself how our modern world is steeped in the bygone
worlds of yesteryear.
Study of the fictional works of two Indic writers writing in English.
The oldest scriptures at the heart of every major religion make reference to a mysterious tree at the center of the world. Its fruits,
guarded by an evil serpent, confer immortality. A nearby stream of water divides into four rivers flowing into the four cardinal
directions. The vicinity of this tree is said to be the birthplace of the first human ancestors. This legend is the oldest, most widely
dispersed, and most mysterious religious idea known to mankind. The Tree also appears with other symbols on artifacts found at
the ancient city of Troy and on the oldest examples of Greek ceramic art. The decipherment of these Bronze Age symbols,
described for the first time in this book, leads to the discovery of an archaic theme pervading much of world mythology. An
understanding of this archetype, and of the natural phenomenon that inspired it, unlocks many of the mythological enigmas that for
centuries have eluded interpretation.
Many of the secrets of life and consciousness can be discovered through Vedic Astrology. Mythology students will find it helpful in
unlocking the astrological keys to the great archetypes of the psyche.
Occultist James Churchward was obsessed with the lost continent of Mu, home to the original human civilization, after learning of
this mysterious and forgotten paradise from an Indian priest, who shared several ancient tablets written by the Naacals, the
inhabitants of Mu. Or so Churchward claimed.Here, in this work first published in 1933, Churchward discusses his contention that
all religions from across Earth share a common origin in Mu. In particular, he explores how symbols of Mu-gleaned, supposedly,
from the ancient tablets-bear startling resemblances to everything from the Egyptian ankh and Chinese pictograms to Native
American calendar glyphs.The reality of Mu aside, students of comparative mythology and fans of esoterica will find this a
fascinating book.British inventor, engineer, and author COLONEL JAMES CHURCHWARD (1851-1936), the elder brother of
mystic author Albert Churchward, also wrote The Lost Continent of Mu Motherland of Man (1926), The Children of Mu (1931), The
Lost Continent of Mu (1931), Cosmic Forces of Mu (1934), and Second Book of Cosmic Forces of Mu (1935).
Ancient Mesopotamia was a rich, varied and highly complex culture whose achievements included the invention of writing and the
development of sophisticated urban society. This book offers an introductory guide to the beliefs and customs of the ancient Mesopotamians,
as revealed in their art and their writings between about 3000 B.C. and the advent of the Christian era. Gods, goddesses, demons, monsters,
magic, myths, religious symbolism, ritual, and the spiritual world are all discussed in alphabetical entries ranging from short accounts to
extended essays. Names are given in both their Sumerian and Akkadian forms, and all entries are fully cross-referenced. A useful
introduction provides historical and geographical background and describes the sources of our knowledge about the religion, mythology and
magic of "the cradle of civilisation".
In western astrology we use of course Roman names for the planetary symbols; but when you look on the mythological explanations, you
usually get Greek mythology to explain them. Doesn't count: NOMEN EST OMEN ? Searching the mythological rests of the original deities
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturnus it was necessesary to dive deeply into the history of theology because the well-known literates
like Ovid, Virgil and Lucretius preferred to retell Greek myths instead of preserving their own roots. In the last centuries (until about 1900)
these authors werde taken as sources for theological research and there was no discrimination between literature/poetry and original italic
tradition. Perspective and moral view of the 19th century added more misinterpretations and made the knowledge of Roman religion almost
vanish. Existing rests are collected in this book and compared with the actual astrological symbols. So the reader can recognize how much of
Roman ideas can be found in the planetary symbols nowadays. Simultaneously new points of view are opened for the interpretation of
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn.
Spanning cultures and centuries this guide explores the religious roots and ancient folklore of the otherworldly entities, from angels to
demons, encountered by Sam and Dean Winchester on the hit television show Supernatural. Original. 30,000 first printing.
Most people know of Valhalla, the World-Tree and the gods of Norse mythology, or the strange hunts and voyages of the ancient lrish tales.
Yet few people realise the significance of the similarities and contrasts between the religions of the pre-Christian people of north-western
Europe. The Celts and Germans and Scandinavians had much in common in their religious practices and beliefs, and this is the first serious
attempt that has been made to compare them. There are striking resemblances in their ideas about battle-goddesses and protective spirits,
holy places, sacrificial rituals, divination and ideas about the Other World; and Myths and Symbols in Pagan Europe poses questions like: do
such parallels go back to early times or are they owing to late Viking contact? Hilda Ellis Davidson has worked for many years on preChristian Scandinavian and Germanic religion and now compares them with the Celts from the background of previous studies, using
evidence from archaeology, iconography, later literature and folklore, in a search for basic patterns which will add to our knowledge of the
early peoples in Europe. Aimed at teachers and libraries but also accessible to students of history, religion and Celtic, Norse and German
languages and cultures.
Mythology and SymbolsSymbols of Goddess and Fertility, IIMyths & Symbols of Vedic AstrologyLotus Press (WI)
This book interprets for the Western mind the key motifs of India`a legends myth, and folklore, taken directly from the sanskrit, and illustrated
with seventy plates of Indian art. It is primarily an introduction to image thinking and picture reading in Indian art and thought and it seeks to
make the profound Hindu and Buddhist intuitions of the riddles of life and death recongnizable not merely as Oriental but as universal
elements.
This new edition of Chiron's popular guide to the meaning of symbols in religion, archaeology, mythology, art, dreams, fairy tales, and
literature contains more than 1,000 entries from all over the world, revealing an abundance of the types of human symbolic thinking. Formerly
titled The Herder Symbol Dictionary. Over 450 illustrations.
In the period domoninated by the triumphs of scientific rationalism, how do we account for the extraordinary success of such occult
movements as astrology or the revival of witchcraft? From his perspective as a historian of religions, the eminent scholar Mircea Eliade
shows that such popular trends develop from archaic roots and periodically resurface in certain myths, symbols, and rituals. In six lucid
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essays collected for this volume, Eliade reveals the profound religious significance that lies at the heart of many contemporary cultural
vogues. Since all of the essays except the last were originally delivered as lectures, their introductory character and lively oral style make
them particularly accessible to the intelligent nonspecialist. Rather than a popularization, Occultism, Witchcraft, and Cultural Fashions is the
fulfillment of Eliade's conviction that the history of religions should be read by the widest possible audience.
Dr. Peet is well known as a writer on American antiquities. He has gathered together from a great variety of sources much interesting and
impressive material in regard to the religions of the aboriginal inhabitants of our country. It will be a surprise to the average reader as he
peruses these interesting pages to see how elaborate was the religious belief and worship of the untutored races that preceded the era of
civilization in America. There is much material in the book upon which to base theories as to the origin of the aboriginal inhabitants of the
continent. There is poetic and romantic suggestion in abundance. The student of ethnology or of natural history or of theology and even the
merely curious reader will find the book one of great interest. We can but admire the learning of the author, and his diligence in research.
Contents: Introduction. Chapter I. Races And Religions In America. Chapter II. Totemism And Mythology. Chapter III. The Serpent Symbol In
America. Chapter IV. The Serpent Symbol In America. (Continued. ) Chapter V. Animal Worship And Sun Worship Compared. Chapter VI.
American Astrology Or Sky Worship. Chapter VII. The Pyramid In America. Chapter VIII. The Cross In America. Chapter IX. Phallic Worship
And Fire Worship In America. Chapter X. The Water Cult And The Deluge Myth. Chapter XI. Transformation Myths. Chapter XII. The Worship
Of The Rain God. Chapter XIII. Ethnographic Religions And Ancestor Worship. Chapter XIII — Continued. Anthropomorphic And Mountain
Divinities. Chapter XIV. Commemorative Columns And Ancestor Worship. Chapter XV. Personal Divinities And Culture Heroes. Chapter XVI.
Culture Heroes And Deified Kings. Chapter XVII. Personal Divinities And Nature Powers In America.
Mircea Eliade--one of the most renowned expositors of the psychology of religion, mythology, and magic--shows that myth and symbol
constitute a mode of thought that not only came before that of discursive and logical reasoning, but is still an essential function of human
consciousness. He describes and analyzes some of the most powerful and ubiquitous symbols that have ruled the mythological thinking of
East and West in many times and at many levels of cultural development.

Myths influence our lives every day. This book suggests meanings for words, ideas, or stories (symbols) we may experience in our
mythology from day to day.
Provides a fresh understanding of the Hindu spirtual landscapes and pantheon of gods and goddesses through 99 classic myths.
This is the third unit of three devoted to an explication of the structure and function of symbols. The following topics are covered.
Ch-1 SYMBOLS AND THE GROWTH OF SOCIETY Ch-2 UNIVERSAL SYMBOLS Ch-3 THE EVOLUTION OF THE SYMBOLS
OF RELIGIOUS BELIEFS AND MYTHOLOGY The Life and Death of a Myth Ch-4 SYMBOLIC MORALISM Ch-5 THE
INFLUENCE OF MYTH ON THE NATURE OF SYMBOLIC FORMS IN MANIFEST DREAMS Ch-6 THE POWER IN THE
SYMBOL Ch-7 THOUGHT DISORDER, SYMBOLS, AND ART De Chirico, Dadd, Tasso, Joyce Ch-8 FEELINGS WORDS AND
VISIONS: Symbols and Personality in the Paintings of Thomas Cole
Reconstructs a theoretic parent cosmology that underlies ancient religion • Shows how this parent cosmology provided the
conceptual origins of written language • Uses techniques of comparative cosmology to synchronize the creation traditions of the
Dogon, ancient Egyptians, and ancient Buddhists • Applies the signature elements of this parent cosmology to explore and
interpret the creation tradition of a present-day Tibetan/Chinese tribe called the Na-Khi--the keepers of the world’s last surviving
hieroglyphic language Great thinkers and researchers such as Carl Jung have acknowledged the many broad similarities that exist
between the myths and symbols of ancient cultures. One largely unexplored explanation for these similarities lies in the possibility
that these systems of myth all descended from one common cosmological plan. Outlining the most significant aspects of
cosmology found among the Dogon, ancient Egyptians, and ancient Buddhists, including the striking physical and cosmological
parallels between the Dogon granary and the Buddhist stupa, Laird Scranton identifies the signature attributes of a theoretic
ancient parent cosmology--a planned instructional system that may well have spawned these great ancient creation traditions.
Examining the esoteric nature of cosmology itself, Scranton shows how this parent cosmology encompassed both a plan for the
civilized instruction of humanity as well as the conceptual origins of language. The recurring shapes in all ancient religions were
key elements of this plan, designed to give physical manifestation to the sacred and provide the means to conceptualize and
compare earthly dimensions with those of the heavens. As a practical application of the plan, Scranton explores the myths and
language of an obscure Chinese priestly tribe known as the Na-Khi--the keepers of the world’s last surviving hieroglyphic
language. Suggesting that cosmology may have engendered civilization and not the other way around, Scranton reveals how this
plan of cosmology provides the missing link between our macroscopic universe and the microscopic world of atoms.
In Symbols of Sacred Science, Guénon, a master of precise, even 'mathematical' metaphysical exposition, reveals himself as a
consummate exegete of myth and symbolism as well, superior in many ways to Mircea Eliade, and comparable perhaps only to his
respected friend Ananda K. Coomaraswamy. This extraordinary text unveils the cosmological meanings of root symbols organized
under such general headings as: The Center of the World, Cyclic Manifestation, Symboic Weapons, Axial Symbolism and the
Symbolsim of Passage, The Symbolism of Building, and The Symbolism of the Heart. Far more than a simple catalogue of myths
and symbols from many traditions, Symbols of the Sacred Science lays the foundation for a universal esoteric symbology. In this
work, Guénon demonstrates the fundamental unity-across all cultures and ages-of the images with which the Absolute clothes
itself in its cosmic self-revelation.
Provides an inventory of symbols from various cultures, including the symbolism in art, literature, dreams, and numbers.
Father Demetrio has been concerned with Philippine Mythology and Folklore for a good number of years now even before these themes
moved into the brighter light of more general attention and interest. For some time now he has been interested, not only in gathering together
data on Philippine folklore, folk beliefs and practices, but in instituting a dialogue between philosophy and theology and the world of myth and
symbol in Philippine context. He has for years labored patiently and perseveringly in the interest and service of this vari-faceted dialogue.
Even a cursory reading of these essays will tell the reader that there is much of interest between the covers of this book for a very wide range
of students. Father Demetrio has gathered a wealth of information and data, which he presents with care. He raises questions and points for
reflection, takes up at least tentative positions which will surely stimulate others to study more deeply and to reflect more fully on the issues
which are here brought to light. PHILIPPINE MYTHS: THEIR MEANING Towards an Understanding of Philippine Myths Early Filipino View
of° the Universe: The Sky World Creation Myths among the Early Filipinos Death: Its Origin and Related Beliefs among Early Filipinos The
Visit of the Dead and Their Return to Life Engkanto Belief: An Essay in Interpretation Towards a Classification of Bisayan Folk Beliefs and
Customs Checklist of Beliefs RELIGIOUS SYMBOLS IN ORAL TRADITION Religious Dimensions of Some Philippine Folktales Themes in
Philippine Folktales Filipino Folk Memory and the Pasyon On Magical Prayers and Living Christianity NATIVE RELIGIONS AND
MODERNIZATION AND OTHER ESSAYS The Shaman as Psychologist Shamans, Witches and Philippine Society Humanity in Philippine
Epics Waterlore in Mindanao Creativity and Being Truly Human Xavier University: Center for Studies in Southeast Asian Cultures and
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Religions The Heritage of Mindanao Indigenous Religions and Christianity in the Modernization Process of the Philippines
"The author outlines the mythology of flowers in the ancient and early Christian worlds and explains their special significance for love and
marriage, in customs and festivals and the use of flowers as status symbols, as symbols of the seasons of the year or as metaphors of
human qualities. Thirty-five beautiful depictions of flowers taken from the Renaissance and Baroque periods are reproduced as full-page
illustrations accompanied by descriptive texts which analyse their symbolism, mythological importance, use and meaning in our present
times."--BOOK JACKET.
"First Princeton / Bollingen paperback printing, 1972; First Princeton Classics paperback printing, 2017" --Title page verso.
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